This paper describes a method for the design of autonomous spacecraft,
into competencies, to assist in ensuring that the resulting system design will meet its overall requirements for a given 9. application (Brooks, 1990 (Brooks, , 1991 . It is therefore valuable to draw from both the behavioural approach and the ESTEC methodology, in order to achieve a methodology combining the benefits provided by both.
Essential Characteristics
Subsumption Methodology
of the
The subsumption architecture was specifically developed to address requirements for autonomous mobile robots (see Brooks, 1986 Brooks, , 1990 Brooks, , and 1991 To this can be added the field of current concern:
-autonomous orbital spacecraft control
The startingpoint for this ESTECautomation and robotics (A&R) control design methodology is an established conceptual layoutfor the A&R system, typically available as a result of mission and systemdefinition studies.The logical referencemodelscapture the essential principlesof this methodology. Given these processes of analysis and synthesis,
the key methodological question is that of how to achieve traceability between the two areas, assuming that the decomposition logic of analysis must be in agreement with the synthesis logic, so the inherent structure of the analysis process is a virtual system solution.
This nexus is achieved by the use of the logical reference models.
Three logical reference models are distinguished:
. 1. A&R mission: the objectives of end users 2. task: clustered activities performed on a single subsystemdefined as the element submittedto motion or actuation by the A&R system
action:elementaryactivity for a functional subsystem
This decomposition leads to hierarchical functional and information layers, with the controlled devices and processes at the bottom,and successive layersfor action,task, andmission execution,planning andcontrol. Stateinformationflows from eachlayerto the next high layer, while commands andactivity attributesflow down throughthe structure.
This hierarchical decomposition, with "vertical" divisions between distinct objectives,tasks,andactionsat eachlevel, is not compatible with a behavioural methodology. To be compatible with a behavioural approach, the following modificationsarerequired:
-instead of a decomposition of system functionsin termsof a tripartite structureof mission,tasks,and actions,the systemcan be decomposed in terms of layered competencies. This overcomes the somewhatarbitrary parsingof activity into three levels, providing a more flexible layering and abstractionmechanismwhich subsumes and extends the tripartite structure. It also has the advantage of retainingthe visibility of what the systemis required to do, rather than decomposing system functions according to how those functions are implemented. System requirementscan be mappeddirectly onto competencies, and competenciesthen onto theirimplementation. -insteadof placing all sensorand actuator interfaces at the lowest level of a hierarchical structure, each competency level is associateddirectly with a subsetof the total set of sensors and actuators required,in addition to having interfacesto the competency levels above and below itself.
A&R Mission planning and control can be retainedasthe highestgenerallevel of system competency. The lowestlevel is alsogeneral, For example, critical docking operations cannot havetheir power supply interrupted. Ensuringthat this doesnot occur caninvolve power conditioning schedulesthat comeinto operation well in advance of the docking activity, and therefore must be planned by higher competency levels, and those plans then conformedto or usedby the behaviours of the lower levels.
A proposedcompetencymodel is shown in figure 2 . The Maintain Thermal Balance competencyis placed at level 0 as the most fundamental precondition of spacecraft survival. That is, any significant over-or under-heating can permanently damage or destroythe spacecraft. However, temperature variations tend to be gradual, and good thermal design can ensure that the normal range of temperature variations for the spacecraft is limited to a 20°range. The greatest danger is from more localised temperature fluctuations (especially accumulationof heat),possibly due to faults, which can be dealt with by temperature dependent inhibition or excitation of heat generatingprocesses. It is particularly desirable to define a hardware architecture compatible with many possible mappings from the logical control model to its implementational structure.
To this end, the hardware design approach will follow the following sequence: 
